Federal Emergency Management Agency, DHS
account the desirability of safe location.
(B) Arrange with management, on a
voluntary basis, to keep a group of key
managers, engineers, and skilled workers familiar with the items planned for
mobilization production.
(C) Determine the gaps which exist in
government-owned packages of tools
and production equipment needed to
produce mobilization requirements in
privately-owned plants. Within the
limit of fund availability, plan the procurement of such tools and equipment
with priority being given to long leadtime tools and equipment or those not
used in general manufacturing. These
tools and equipment, when procured,
should be placed in the status provided
by DMO–VII–4, as amended, taking into
account the desirability of safe locations.
(D) Determine which governmentowned tools and equipment have become obsolete, or which would not be
used in event of mobilization, and plan
for their disposal in accordance with
the provisions of DMO–VII–4, as amended.
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§ 321.4 Achieving
ness.

production

readi-

(a) In order to achieve a capability
for maximum production of ‘‘urgent’’
items during the initial phase of war,
the following readiness measures shall
be taken where advisable for facilities
producing such items:
(1) Establishment of emergency production schedules.
(2) Development of a production capability which would function under
widespread disruption and damage imposed by enemy attack, including,
where necessary:
(i) Maintenance of an increased inventory of finished components and related production supplies at assembly
plants, or arrangements for alternative
supply lines where increased inventories are not feasible.
(ii) A capability to carry on urgent
production without dependence on additional personnel, external sources of
power, fuel, and water, or on long-dis-

§ 321.6

tance communications; with spare replacements for highly vulnerable or unreliable parts of production equipment.
(iii) Protection of production facilities from enemy sabotage through adequate physical security measures.
(iv) Protection of personnel from
widespread radiological fallout through
provisions for decontamination and
shelter.
§ 321.5 Retention of industrial facilities.
(a) Industrial properties, owned by
the Department of Defense, the Department of Energy, and the Maritime Administration, shall be retained in the
Industrial reserves (National Industrial
Reserve, Departmental Industrial Reserve for the Department of Defense) of
the department and agencies to the extent the capacity of said reserves is
necessary for the production of defense
or defense-supporting end items, materials or components in a mobilization
period.
(b) Each idle plant in the reserves
shall be reviewed annually by the
heads of the respective agencies to determine if the capacity of the plant
continues necessary for mobilization
purposes.
(c) Upon the determination by the
head of the agency that the capacity of
a plant is excess to the mobilization requirements of the agency immediate
steps will be taken to dispose of the
plant through existing government
channels for surplus disposal. The Federal Emergency Management Agency
shall be informed by General Services
Administration of each proposed surplus action prior to final determination.
§ 321.6

Participation of small business.

The agencies concerned with the
order shall, in all of their programs for
maintaining the mobilization base, be
mindful of the national policy to protect the interests of small business,
and to assure the maximum participation of small business in the mobilization base, including current procurement.
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